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 It has been said many times to before that if you want answers, it’s best that you go 

directly to the source. The Informational Interviews that we had to conduct for this class gave us 

just that, an opportunity to go out and get answers to our own questions about possible careers 

that we have interest in. It was a really great experience to find out more information from 

people in the fields we are considering. I was able to conduct two very solid interviews that were 

immensely useful and informational. I had the pleasure of interviewing Meghan Doyle and Dan 

Wallace about their respective positions. Both Ms. Doyle and Mr. Wallace were very insightful 

and very helpful through the interviewing process. I really enjoyed my time interviewing both of 

them, and this paper will include the information I took away from the interviews as most useful 

and helpful. 

 My first interview that I conducted for this project was with Meghan Doyle. I was able to 

arrange my interview with Ms. Doyle through one of my friends from high school. She is the 

sister of the roommate of my friend from high school. Ms. Doyle works for the Tampa Bay 

Buccaneers of the National Football League. The NFL is considered by most to be the most 

popular of the major sports leagues in America. Her positions with the Buccaneers are in Guest 

Relations Game Day Staff and Captain’s Krewe Street Team. I was very interested in 

interviewing Ms. Doyle as she is currently working in the sports field, which I really hope to 

work in someday soon. 

 The interview with Ms. Doyle was the more difficult of the two interviews to conduct, as 

she obviously lives in Tampa, Florida. However, I was able to interview Ms. Doyle through 



video interview on the computer. A great idea on the part of Ms. Doyle, I felt that it gave a more 

professional feeling to interview than a typical over the phone conversation. 

 As far as the content of the interview, I was able to get some really great information 

from Ms. Doyle about her positions. When she was describing her actual duties for the Guest and 

Member Relations, Ms. Doyle provided a great outline of a typical Game Day working in her 

position. She described that the work on Game Day goes much beyond the time of the actual 

game being played that day. She said they are required to show up at about 7 am for the usual 1 

o’clock afternoon kickoff, and also that she usual isn’t finished until after 5 pm. The job 

obviously creates long days for the employees.   

When I asked about the training, skills and personal qualities required to work in this 

field, Ms. Doyle was again able to offer great insight. She explained to me that she had to go 

through a week’s worth of training that had classes on how to properly assist fans and direct 

them around Raymond James Stadium, the home of the Tampa Bay Buccaneers. She also said 

that during the week of training, they were put through simulated Game Day situations that 

allowed Ms. Doyle and the other members of the Guest and Member Relations team to gain 

experience before actually working a Buccaneers home game. When discussing the skills and 

personal qualities that are needed for the position, Meghan shared that strong communication 

skills, along with a charismatic personality, are highly important in her occupation. She also 

mentioned that experience with customer service is a prerequisite for the position. However, she 

also mentioned that the Buccaneers organization will also train you in customer service if they 

think you have the communication skills and personality for the job. It is easy to understand why 

those skills would be needed as this particular job would have you encounter a very high number 

of people during your work interactions. 



When I asked Ms. Doyle about how she was able to acquire her position with the Tampa 

Bay Buccaneers, she told me the opportunity had risen from involvement in a club at the 

University of Tampa, where she is currently a student. The club she was involved with was 

called the Sports and Entertainment Management society, and this is where she had discovered 

the opening for the Captain’s Krewe Street Team with the Buccaneers. Once she had gotten the 

position with the Street Team, Ms. Doyle was given the chance by her supervisor to acquire her 

position with the Guest and Member Relations department of the Buccaneers organization. 

The biggest thing I took away from my interview with Ms. Doyle was that a lot of her 

answers to many of my questions were the exact same kind of things we’ve discussed in class. I 

assume this is because of the fact that Ms. Doyle is a Communication Studies major herself at the 

University of Tampa. She continually stressed the importance of networking to advance your 

position or find new opportunities in other organizations. In fact, Ms. Doyle made mention of the 

fact that through networking with people she has met while working with the Buccaneers she 

very recently found herself the opportunity to interview for another job with the Tampa Bay 

Lightning of the National Hockey League. 

Ms. Doyle also offered another familiar piece of advice that we discussed in class many 

times, and that is importance of thank you notes. She shared with me the story of how she wrote 

a thank you note to one of her superiors that threw a party at the end of the year for the members 

of the Street Team. Ms. Doyle said the gentleman wrote back after her thank you note and just 

raved about how it was such a kind gesture and also how the superior said he would keep her in 

mind if a higher position opened up. It just illustrated to me again how important the thank you 

notes are and the impact they can have. Like in Ms. Doyle’s case, it may have opened the door to 

a promotion in the organization for her. The last thing Ms. Doyle stressed was the importance of 



a good elevator pitch, which is another big part of our recent class discussion. I found it as a big 

positive that I heard from yet another person on how important those concepts that we discussed 

in class. It really gives great incentive to use them myself after hearing how they worked so well 

for someone else.  

My second informational interview was with Dan Wallace. I became aware of Mr. 

Wallace and his position as his son competes athletically against one of my younger brothers. I 

was able to arrange an in-person interview with Mr. Wallace to ask him questions about his 

position at WMBS-590 AM radio station in Uniontown, PA. WMBS broadcasts Uniontown High 

School football and basketball games, as well as some Laurel Highlands High School baseball 

games. At WMBS, Mr. Wallace is a Broadcaster and Statistician for their athletic broadcasts on 

the station. 

Mr. Wallace offered many great insights into what all goes into a radio broadcast of an 

athletic event. I thoroughly enjoyed this interview as I dreamed when I was younger of being a 

broadcaster or sideline interviewer during athletic events. Mr. Wallace was able to highlight 

what goes into a typical game broadcast, such as all of the preparation in terms of information on 

teams and players, gathering statistics, and also finding advertising for the broadcast. 

As I had suspected, Mr. Wallace confirmed that the main training and education needed 

for a position in broadcasting is strong media communication skills and a whole bunch of time 

spent doing on the job training. Mr. Wallace cited the early difficulty that is experienced when 

with a new a broadcast partner. He stated that it takes time build up a comfort and level of 

understanding of when to talk when with a new broadcast partner and that it is one of the most 

challenging parts of the job. It was something that I struggled grasping at first, but as he 



explained, it made more and more sense. You wouldn’t want to be constantly talking over your 

broadcast partner, as it would hurt the flow of the broadcast for listeners. Being in sync with your 

broadcast partners is obviously very important. 

Another big challenge that is faced in broadcasting that Mr. Wallace is pointed out is the 

unfamiliarity you come upon with other teams. He stated that that is where the most preparation 

for the job has to be done. Mr. Wallace highlighted specifically having to figure out correct 

pronunciation of opposing team player’s names as part of the difficulty of unfamiliarity.  Some 

of the personal qualities and abilities Mr. Wallace mentioned that are important for this field 

were being well-spoken and being very observant. He stressed that observation is a big key 

because when working in radio as you’re obviously “painting the picture” for those who are 

listening at home. One would have to think that makes radio broadcasting more difficult than 

television broadcasting. 

When I asked about what kind of advancement there could be in the field, Mr. Wallace 

offered an answer that I hadn’t thought of, but was rather obvious. He said that going from local 

broadcasting, like he currently is doing, to being a national broadcaster would be quite the 

advancement. However, Mr. Wallace stated that it is very difficult to make that jump from local 

to national, which is something I have often heard in keeping a close eye on the profession.  Mr. 

Wallace would say that advancement in the job really isn’t on his radar though, as he is just in 

the broadcasting business for the enjoyment he gets from sports and athletic competition. He 

explained that his passion and excitement for sports makes the job more than worth his while and 

most satisfying to him. 



As was the case with my interview with Ms. Doyle, Mr. Wallace also said things that 

were very familiar from our class discussions. He told me that he actually got his job opportunity 

through his network of friends. He was recommended for the position by a friend, and that 

opened the door for him to acquire his current position at WMBS. So with that being the case, it 

again illustrated the importance of networking and obviously meeting and staying in contact with 

people who can help you out when it comes to finding job positions. Along with the importance 

of networking, another big take away from Mr. Wallace that was familiar from class was the 

importance of good communication skills. He said it’s a huge part of pulling off proper in-game 

or post-game interviews with players or coaches, along with being used during the broadcast 

itself. Mr. Wallace was also kind enough to point me in the direction of another possible 

interview if I wanted to get to know more about radio broadcasting. He stated that Mr. Brian 

Mroziak, the Sports Director at WMBS, would be a great source to find out more about the 

behind the scenes part of broadcasting, such as producing. It is an interview that I very may well 

pursue in the very near future. 

Overall, I thoroughly enjoyed both of my informational interviews. They provided me the 

chance to learn so much about two positions that I have a great interest to possibly chase as a 

career of my own. The information that I was able to gather from Ms. Doyle and Mr. Wallace is 

invaluable. I gained a much greater understanding of what it will take to gain a career in either 

job field. Combined with the knowledge I have acquired through the Communication Studies 

major and also through these interviews, I feel prepared to go out and try to obtain these sorts of 

positions for my future career. 

 



  

  

   


